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The S. Rajaratnam School of International Studies (RSIS) was officially inaugurated on 1

January 2007. Prior to this, it was known as the Institute of Defence and Strategic Studies

(IDSS), which was established 10 years earlier, on 30 July 1996. Then Deputy Prime Minister

and Minister for Defence Dr Tony Tan wanted to inform policymakers of the political

uncertainty in the Asia Pacific region arising from the post-Cold War era, and the possible

implications of this uncertainty on Singapore’s security and defence. The late President S. R.

Nathan was selected to head the institute, thanks to his vast experience in confronting

geopolitical issues.

RSIS produces research on Asia Pacific Security, Multilateralism and Regionalism, Conflict

Studies, Non-Traditional Security, International Political Economy, and Country and

Region Studies. RSIS' activities are aimed at assisting policymakers to develop

comprehensive approaches to strategic thinking on issues related to security and stability in

the Asia Pacific.

Email: tsjeng@rsisntu.com

The Role

You will be responsible for :

Provide ongoing monitoring and clinical support to clinical fellows.

Analyze data independently, and prepare figures, grants, abstracts and manuscripts with

supervision.

Provide research updates, summarize data for grant progress reports.
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Maintain a strong record of scholarly publication and presentations at scientific

conferences and public meetings.

Work collaboratively with product teams within research labs.

Apply data science approaches to clinical data, especially with regards to data fusion

methods, to facilitate safety signal detection and evaluation.

Ideal Profile

Bachelor's or Graduate's Degree in a relevant subject and work experience in an

accredited field.

Attention to detail and professionalism.

Demonstrated dedication to the studying and furthering of hypotheses.

Fluency in statistics, machine learning, and datasets.

Editing and compilation skills.

Leadership and professionalism during problem solving exercises.

Comfortable with experimental design where necessary.

Can harness learning and compile findings using writing protocols where necessary

to report findings.

What's on Offer?

Flexible working options

Opportunity to make a positive impact
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